**ANIMAL ATTACK MODE**

Push in on right ear, mouth and eyes open simultaneously.

**NOTE:**
Some parts are made to detach if excessive force is applied and are designed to be reattached if separation does occur. Adult supervision may be necessary for younger children.

**STEP 1**
Raise and rotate arms. Lower legs. Flip feet under and lower hands.

**STEP 2**
Open chest. Rotate head forward.

**STEP 3**
Separate at waist. Split body in half by pulling back and chest down.

**STEP 4/ATTACK MODE**
A. Open chest panel to expose weapons. Position weapon as shown. Extend gun barrel.
B. Rotate weapon forward as shown. C. Rotate arm under to support weapon. Repeat on other side.

See other side to continue transformation into robot.
**STEP 5**
A. Unlock tab from slot in chest. B. Bring body sections together and lock tab into waist in the upright position. C. Slide chest down.

**STEP 6**
A. Rotate weapon up. B. Then rotate weapon assembly as ball joint to the outside as shown.

**STEP 7**
A. Rotate weapons up. B. Then rotate weapon assembly as ball joint to the outside as shown.

**STEP 8**
Swing side weapons in.

**STEP 9**
Lever* Mandrill head to expose robot head. Swing arms around to front.

**STEP 10**
Remove missile launcher from back, place into hand. Lead missile with notch up. Missile can be launched by pushing launching lever.

*NOTE:
Reverse the order of instructions to convert robot back into animal mode.